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TURBINE KIT

LINE-UP

There were many famous turbines in HKS' History. And that's the history of the tuning itself.
We have optimized those turbines for each automobile and with other necessary parts 
we made turbine kit for light to heavy tuning. HKS' turbine kit can fulfill any desire of 
tuning.
Our turbine kit is developed under the tough situation such as street or motorsport 
competition. We have tested in all situation of driving environment and collected the 
data. By continuous development for further power and response, we have developed 
world's best tuning turbine kit.

■Actuator type
2 types of boost control systems

POSITION

WASTEGATE SERIES

low

high
low high

ACTUATOR 
SERIES

Suitable for small to mid power 
spec from street to circuit.
In the boost pressure control, the boost level is 
detected by pressure in surge tank and it bypasses 
surplus exhaust gas from turbo housing to extension.

■Wastegate type
Suitable for a high power 
circuit and drag race spec.
In the boost pressure control, the boost level is 
detected by pressure in surge tank and it bypasses 
surplus exhaust gas from the wastegate to front pipe.

Suitable for small to mid power spec from street to circuit.
The compact system and stock exhaust layout enables low cost turbine upgrading.

SPORTS TURBINE KIT （Actuator series）

Suitable for a high power circuit and drag race spec.
The wastegate on the exhaust manifold is operated by detected pressure in surge tank and it 
bypasses surplus exhaust gas from the wastegate to front pipe directly.

FULL TURBINE KIT （Wastegate series）
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HKS original design ball bearing 
turbo. Great cost performance

Best for who want overhaul of 
normal turbine. Easy drivability 
with extra horsepower

For fun sport car driving 
experience

For beginner to intermediate 
driver

For faster driver at race track 
without losing drivability

For extreme power

A big turbine for a low price

A big turbine & a big power

For serious track driving

HKS turbine kit of actuator series can allow a low price by using actuator controlled turbine. 
The turbines are HKS' ball bearing type "GT Turbine" and "GT Ⅱ Turbine". One from 5 types 
of lineup can be selected for the vehicle and the objective

Turbine kit for high power with wastegate control turbine. A turbine can be selected for the vehicle and 
the objective from big power & high response GT turbine and awesome T04 series. The kit includes 
exhaust manifold, wastegate, bypass pipe, front pipe, etc. for hard tuning vehicle.

SPORTS TURBINE KIT

FULL TURBINE KIT

GT-SS

DX30/27

GT-RS

TO4Z

TO4S

GT3240/3037S

GTⅡ7460×2

GTⅡ8260/7460R KAI/7460KAI GT2835 KAI/2835/2530KAIJZX100

BNR34

FD3S

CZ4A

R35

BNR32・BCNR33・BNR34

L880K

RB20・25

RB20・25GTⅡ8260/7460R KAI/7460KAI GT2835 KAI/2835/2530KAI
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A stock extension is designed to merge the main port (turbine exhaust) and bypass port (wastegate actuator) 
in turbine exhaust housing. This causes the exhaust stream from the main port to interfere with the bypass 
port stream when the actuator is opened. The primary and secondary exhaust pressure will rise causing the 
boost pressure to drop, which can cause a loss in power.
The HKS Extension Kit will optimize the turbine performance with minimal power loss.
The HKS Extension Kit utilizes an individual main port (turbine exhaust) and bypass port (wastegate 
actuator) to reduce the exhaust gas interference and provide a smoother exhaust flow. This will also reduce 
back pressure and improve the boost response throughout the RPM range. Even with the stock turbine, the 
exhaust gas merges in the exhaust housing. This exhaust gas interference can be prevented by a divider on 
the extension flange. The pipes connect at the lower part of the extension where the exhaust gas pressure is 
lower. The main pipe's diameter is enlarged at the turbine outlet so the swirl flow caused by exhaust gas 
interference can be reduced. This will also prevent the secondary exhaust pressure from rising, and stabilize 
the boost pressure to increase the engine output. The flange is made with a high structural steel material, 
and the piping is made with a high heat resistant and durable stainless steel(SUS304). These components will 
also improve the engine compartment appearance.

BNR32・BCNR33・BNR34

EXTENSION KIT 

GT Extension for internal wastegate turbocharger smooths exhaust gas flow from turbine to front pipe. It reduces 
secondary exhaust gas pressure of turbine. Response and power of turbocharger will be improved.

CT9AGT EXTENSION KIT 

Boost level drops at high boost, high rpm. The cause of this problem 
is the boost range of actuator operation.
As stock actuator is designed for street driving, the boost range of 
actuator operation is low and as boost level goes high, boost 
becomes unstable and drops.
HKS "Actuator Upgrade Kit" has high boost range of actuator 
operation. In addition, the initial pressure is adjustable that 

enables boost level adjustment with the actuator unit only.

＊�To� increase� boost� pressure,� use� fuel� cut� cancellation� device� (FCD)�
and�fuel�management�device�(F-CON�etc.).

＊�Boost�Pressure�value�is�recommended�boost�level�for�stock�engine.�By�
vehicle� specification,� upgrading� of� engine� internal� parts� may� be�
required�even�within�the�Boost�Pressure�value.

EP91 BNR34

ACTUATOR UPGRADE KIT 

A new concept kit at low cost to increase horsepower without boost controller for vehicles with actuator type 
turbo.
This item will solve the boost drop problem at high boost level due to the mechanism of actuator.
Functions of "Upgraded Actuator", "FCD(Fuel cut cancellation device)", "Fuel management device(w/ 
preprogrammed data)" will enable increasing of horsepower by boost up without troublesome fuel setting.
Specially developed fuel management system "PAC/Power Assist Controller" is included.

POWER ASSIST KIT 

GT ACTUATOR UPGRADE KIT
■Easy power up
 　By�replacement�with�stock�actuator�on�the�stock�turbine,�easy�power�increasing�is�enabled�by�increased�boost�level.�

■Cost performance
　As�the�first�step�of�power�increasing,�the�stock�turbine�can�be�used�as�it�is.

■Boost pressure adjustment is possible
　The�length�of�the�actuator�rod�is�adjustable�that�enables�adjustment�of�boost�level.

〈Caution for installation and operation〉 
If� boost� level� is� increased�without�management� device,� due� to� lack� of� fuel,� engine�might� be� damaged.� To� increase� boost� pressure,� use� fuel� cut� cancellation� device� (FCD)� and� fuel�
management�device�(F-CON�etc.).

Great cost performance for easy power increasing by installation to stock turbine.
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TURBINE & OTHER 
PARTS

Here is the line of turbine products from GT turbine series which pursuit more 
power, better response and wider air flow volume range and high efficiency, to 
the top product of its kind and world's famous T series/big single T51R SPL BB.

LINE-UP
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POWER

low

low

high

high

T51R SERIES
T51R SPL BB
T51R KAI BB

GT-28/3# SERIES

GT2835KAI
GT2835R
GT3037Pro S
GT3037S
GT3240

GT-RS SERIES

GT-25 SERIES

GT2530
GT2530KAI

GT-SS SERIES

ACTUATOR 
TYPE

WASTEGATE 
TYPE

RESPONSE

WASTEGATE 
TYPE T51R SERIES

T51R SPL BB
T51R KAI BB

T04 SERIES

TO4S
TO4Z

GT-28/3# SERIES

GT2835KAI
GT2835R
GT3037Pro S
GT3037S
GT3240

GT-RS SERIESGT-25 SERIES

GT2530
GT2530KAI

GT-SS SERIES

GTⅡ SERIES

ACTUATOR 
TYPE

T04 SERIES

TO4S
TO4Z

GTⅡ SERIES

GTⅡ 8260
GTⅡ 7460（R）

low

low

high

high

POINT

GTⅡ 7460/8260 SERIES
Extreme performance that does not sacrifice initial spooling.
■�Turbine�assy�is�HKS�original�design�ball�bearing�turbo.
■�Wheel�sizes�of�intake/exhaust�are�larger�than�stock�for�more�air�flow�volume�with�ball�bearing�
mechanism�to�prevent�from�response�becomes�worse.
■�With�the�twin�scroll�and�larger�bypass�port�design,�exhaust�gas�back�pressure�at�high�rpm�is�reduced�
and�load�on�the�engine�is�also�reduced.
■Heat-resistant�steel�of�turbine�wheel�and�turbine�housing�improved�durability�and�reliability.
■Special�turbine�design�for�the�engine�characteristic.
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POINT

■Overcoming the surging 
problem by "ported shroud".

Surging problems tend to occur with high 
horsepower turbines. To prevent from the 
problem, ported shroud designed is used 
for GT2835ProS/GT3037ProS/
GT3037S/T51R KAI/T51R SPL. 
It can provide high power without losing 
turbine response.

●Surging is the problem that the turbine is 
rotating and not sending the air. The "ported 
shroud" let air out and circulates smoothly 
when surging occurs. 
On the other hand, at 
high boost level, it 
can intake the air 
f r om the  ho le  o f 
"ported shroud" and 
w i l l  b e  h i g h e r 
efficiency.

C
om

pressor w
heel

Ported shroud compressor 
housing cross-section diagram

GT-SS/RS SERIES・GT25 SERIES
Sport type turbine which pursuits the balance of "Power" and "Response".
To achieve this goal, HKS has re-examined all the components of the turbocharger and employed new parts. First, we analyzed turbine wheel 
to recover energy of the exhaust gas efficiently, and designed new wheel which improves the gas flow characteristic. Also HKS has 
developed and adapted exhaust housing to apply the exhaust gas to the wheel and to put out efficiently. We have adapted the ball bearing to 
the shaft which has great balance between low friction and durability. HKS analyzed and developed every little details of housing and scroll 
cross-section shape to prevent from the surging problem.

GT28/ GT30 SERIES
All new ball bearing turbine has 
quick response and big power.
■�The�ball�bearing�for�shaft�supporting�：�Better response and less friction.
■�New� design� of� compressor� wheel�： Newly designed compressor performs more 

efficiently than old one. Even at the high boost level, it can provide high power without 
loosing efficiency.
■�New�design�of�turbine�wheel�：�Provides superior revolution motion in the wide range of gas 

flow volume from low rpm to high rpm, and has efficient energy recovery of exhaust gas.
■HKS�original�design�and�manufactured�exhaust�housing.
・Newest design of round section scroll shape.
・ High efficiency and super small housing rise the exhaust gas speed  

which will provide the better response.
・  Turbine outlet is large diameter tapered shape that prevents  

from excessive exhaust gas pressure.

TO4 SERIES
New design turbine is compliant for large displacement engines for high boost level, high air volume and high power.

【Newest features of TO4Z】
■�Optimized�ported�shroud�：�The optimized ported shroud prevents from surging problem at mid rpm range.
■�New�design�of� turbo�housing�：�The inlet of turbo housing is 2 ports and optimal length which improved both 

response at low rpm and more power at high rpm. The new design also protects from exhaust gas leakage by 
skewness of flange of turbo housing.

■�Water-cooled�center�housing�：�Water-cooled center housing endures under tough condition.
■Ball�bearing�：�The ball bearing at shaft supporting lowers the friction and provides better response.
■Left�hand�screw�lock�nut�：�For more reliability of turbine, left hand screw nut is employed for the locknut of shaft.
■Polished�finishing�：�The polished compressor housing contributes the look and feel of the engine room.
　＊Water-cooling pipe must be installed.  ＊Do not use seal tape or liquid gasket for the oil line.

【Basic features of other TO4 series】
■�Applicable�for�the�wide�range�of�engine�displacement�：�For 2 liters class engine, it can be used for top speed 

trial using high rpm or for 3 liters class engine, as it spools from the middle rpm, it can be used for drag racing.
■�High� power� type� compressor�wheel�：�The new design compressor wheel has capacity of high power up to 

about 700ps. In order to be applicable for high horsepower, to strengthen, the inlet of compressor wheel has 
cutback work.
■�Smooth�and�efficient�exhaust�housing�：�New design of exhaust housing provides better exhaust efficiency.

T51R SERIES（PAT.No.3033902）

High power at high rpm from the single turbine.
■��Optimized� cross-section� shape� from� gas� inlet� flange� to� scroll�：� If a circle is compared with the same area of a rectangle, the outer 

circumference is shorter. The shorter outer circumference means small surface friction* that will achieve high performance of turbine 
efficiency. T51R which has the same outer circumference with the previous flange(same as the RB20/RB25 type genuine flange) could increase 
area by 30%. This enabled 800ps over turbine with compact and light weight design that still has 30% increasing of gas flow without loss.

　（＊1）Surface friction: Loss of gas flow speed when it hits the surface.

■�V�band�flange�will�not�lose�the�sealing�function�even�at�high�boost�level�：�With the previous rectangle 
flange design with 4 bolts, at high temperature, the portion could have distortion and leakage of 
exhaust gas. T51R improves the sealing greatly by clipping outer circumference with V band.
■��Scroll�cross-section�shape� for�high� turbine�efficiency�：�The turbo housing cross-section shape has the 

ideal gas flow and keeps the loss at a minimum level.
■�Machinery�work� to� the� turbo� housing� and� stable� performance� of� turbocharger�：�T51R series have 

efficient exhaust gas flow to the turbine wheel by having additional machinery work to the cast metal turbo 
housing which provides more precise dimension and stabilizes the performance of turbocharger.

　 All other manufacturers use the cast housing and there is individual difference. HKS is the only one who 
does machining work to the cast housing.
■�Optimized� turbo�housing� inlet� flange�diameter�and� the�compressor�housing�outlet�diameter�：�Flange diameter of turbo housing 

inlet of T51R SPL is optimized for more than 2.8ℓ engines.
　Compressor housing outlet shape is designed for high air flow volume.
■�Tapered�shape�outlet�to�prevent�from�unnecessary�exhaust�pressure�rising�：�T51R has design of taper angle outlet for the minimum 

loss.
■�Heat-resisting�steel� to�endure�high�exhaust� temperature�of� rotary�engine� for� the� turbo�housing�：�After the setting, exhaust gas 

temperature of reciprocating engine becomes 950℃ and the temperature of rotary engine becomes 1050℃. The heat-resisting steel can 
sustain the exhaust temperature of rotary engine that is much hotter than reciprocating engine.
■�High�efficient�internal�scroll�shape�of�compressor�housing�：�Same as the turbo housing concept, the compressor housing has circular shape.

Gas flow

Scroll end

Flange entrance

Previous flange
For T51R 
V band flangePrevious flange

For T51R 
V band flange

Gas flow

Scroll end

Flange entrance

Previous flange
For T51R 
V band flangePrevious flange

For T51R 
V band flange

＊ Ball bearing turbine requires to maintain oil pressure and quantity.  
Adequate oil pressure of turbine supply side is 207kPa～415kPa（2.1kgf/cm2～4.2kgf/cm2). Use the 
recommended parts.

＊Idle the engine for a while before stopping of the engine.
＊Ball bearing turbine must have water line for cooling. Use the recommended parts for water cooling.

Cross-section 
diagram of 

exhaust housing

■�"T51R�BB"is�the�ball�bearing�specification�for�better�response
　Boost increasing time is 11% shorter than conventional bearing with ball bearing design for turbine blade shaft.

Double inlet 
turbo housing

Ported shroud

T51R KAI（BB）

 94.0mm

 102.2mm

T51R SPL（BB）

 84.0mm

TO4Z/TO4R

 82.0mm

GT3240

 82.0mm

GTⅡ8260

 82.0mm

GT3040

 76.2mm

GT3037

 71.1mm

GT2835

 74.0mm

GTⅡ7460（R）

 71.1mm

GT-RS
 60.1mm

GT2530

GT-SS

 60.1mm

The diameter of a 
compressor wheel
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BIG SINGLE TURBINE

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

TO4 SERIES
COMPRESSOR CENTER

210 230

200 190

EXHAUST

210

Photo:TO4Z

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

190

COMPRESSOR CENTER

240 250

220

EXHAUST

240

T51R SPL
220

Photo:TO4S

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

COMPRESSOR CENTER

210 230

190 190

EXHAUST

210

190

Photo:T51R SPL
（PAT.No.3033902）

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

COMPRESSOR CENTER

240 250

220 220

EXHAUST

240

T51R KAI
220

Photo:T51R KAI
（PAT.No.3033902）

GT-SS, RS, 25, 28 SERIES
GT TURBINE

GT2835R
COMPRESSOR

GT2835R
CENTER

210 190

180 180

GT2835R
EXHAUST

210

180

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

GT3# SERIES
GT3037S

COMPRESSOR

GT3037S
CENTER

210 200

190 190

GT3037S
EXHAUST

210

Photo:GT3037S

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

190

3240
COMPRESSOR

3240
CENTER

210 200

3240
EXHAUST

210

Photo:GT3240

＊The above-mentioned size is a reference value.

200 200 200

By installation of oil line filter in the turbine 
bearing oil inlet line, it will protects from 
clogging up foreign materials in the orifice.

OIL OUTLET PARTS

PARTS AROUND TURBO
φ100
SUCTION FUNNEL

OIL LINE FILTER
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THERMO TUBE

FLEXIBLE HOSE INSULATION

THERMO SEAL

PARTS AROUND TURBO

WASTEGATE PARTS

GT WASTEGATE SPRING
 Spring Outer  Center (silver)  Color soft (white・blue) hard (red・green)  
 Code No. 1405-RA033 1405-RA034 1405-RA031 
 Spec O.D φ58 O.D φ58 O.D φ45.4 
  I.D φ49.6 I.D φ48 I.D φ36.4 
 Boost pressure Free length 135 Free length 111 Free length 76 
 58.8～98.1kPa（0.6～1.0kgf/cm2） ●    
 88.3～127.5kPa（0.9～1.3kgf/cm2）  ●  
 127.5～166.7kPa（1.3～1.7kgf/cm2） ●  ● 
 166.7～205.9kPa（1.7～2.1kgf/cm2）  ● ●

GTII WASTEGATE
With the smaller design, there is more room for layout. And the installation with the V band makes 
it easier for maintenance. 2 types of valve diameter of φ60, φ50 can have the stable control of boost 
level for different sizes of turbochargers. There are 4 wastegate springs forφ60 and 3 for φ50(2 are 
already installed in the products) are included, therefore it's possible to change from wide range of 
boost pressure setting.

Setting for supercharging pressure
①58.8～98.1kPa（0.6～1.0kgf/cm2）
②88.3～127.5kPa（0.9～1.3kgf/cm2）
③127.5～166.7kPa（1.3～1.7kgf/cm2）
④166.7～205.9kPa（1.7～2.1kgf/cm2）

①78.5～107.9kPa（0.8～1.1kgf/cm2）
②107.9～137.3kPa（1.1～1.4kgf/cm2）
③137.3～166.7kPa（1.4～1.7kgf/cm2）
④166.7～196.1kPa（1.7～2.0kgf/cm2）

●Compact and lightweight design with the same lift amount/flow characteristic as the GT wastegate.
●The upper case is alumite finishing and housing is stainless cast steel for the beautiful exterior.
●G coupling for installation of upper cases and lower case.
●Installation to exhaust manifold with V band.
●Spring change work is more efficient by using included special tool.
＊ As the shape of outlet flange and direction are different from GT Wastegate, bypass pipe must be made to install to some Full Turbine Kit.

φ60Valve φ50Valve

φ60Valve φ50Valve
● φ60 valve is the same as GT wastegate but smaller 

and lightweight body that has the about the same lift 
amount and flow characteristics.

● The weight is 1,509g that is 2/3 of GT Wastegate 
(2,246g).

● φ50 valve is the same as the SPL(racing) 
wastegate with the new lightweight design.

● The weight is 1,443g that is 3/4 of SPL (racing) 
wastegate (1,890g).

φ60Valve


